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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Mark your answers on the answer sheet provided. DO NOT make any marks on the test. Please read the following 
definitions and assumptions carefully before answering the test questions. 

DEFINITIONS 
•  A two-lane road is a road with one lane of traffic moving in each direction. 
•  A multi-lane road is a road with two or more lanes of traffic moving in each direction. 
•  A one-way street or roadway is one that carries traffic in one direction only. 
•  An arterial, main or major road is a road that carries a significant amount of through traffic, as distinguished from side, collector, or residential 

streets that serve primarily to provide access to residential areas. Arterial roads have priority over side streets at intersections with no signals. 
•  A narrow lane is a lane too narrow to be safely shared by a bicyclist and a motor vehicle side by side. 
•  A wide lane is a lane wide enough to be safely shared by a bicyclist and a motor vehicle side by side, assuming the pavement is smooth and free 

of debris. 
•  A very wide lane is a lane with more than enough width to be safely shared by a bicyclist and motor vehicle side by side. 

ASSUMPTIONS 
Unless specifically stated otherwise, assume that for these test questions: 

• The road or street is two-way and two-lane 
• Lanes are wide, and the pavement is smooth, dry and free of debris, pot holes or other hazards. 
• The situation described occurs in daylight 
• The road or street is straight and level (flat). 

This examination consists of thirty (30) multiple choice questions. 

 1.  The first and most important consideration when fitting a standard diamond-frame bicycle to a rider is: 
a. Bicycle weight. 

b. Wheel diameter. 

c. Crank length. 

d. Frame measurement (stand-over height). 

 2. Why should a cyclist perform an ABC Quick Check before each ride? 
a. To eliminate the need for a complete overhaul. 

b. To catch small problems before they become serious and possibly cause a crash. 

c. To deter thieves. 

d. To eliminate the need to carry a tire pump. 

 3.  Which of these statements is FALSE? 
a. Mountain bikes with wide, low pressure tires are suited for rough, unpaved terrain. 

b. Narrow tires with low rolling resistance are more efficient than wider tires on paved roads. 

c. Worn tires can cause crashes. 

d. The inflation rating printed on the tire is not really important and has no relationship to flats or other tire problems. 
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 4.  Brakes should be adjusted so that: 
a. Less than 1/8” of rubber shows. 

b. They squeal loudly. 

c. the brake levers cannot be pulled all the way to the handlebars. 

d. The rear brake is tighter than the front brake. 

5.  For the efficient and comfortable riding of most bicycles, saddle height (distance from the crankarm spindle) is 
properly adjusted for the rider if: 
a. both feet can be placed flat on the ground while the rider is sitting on the saddle. 

b. The handlebars are three inches higher than the saddle. 

c. The rider’s knee is slightly bent when the rider is seated with a foot on the pedal at the pedal’s lowest position. 

d. The seat is positioned 3 inches above the top-tube of the frame. 

 6.  A properly fitted helmet fits snugly on the head and is worn: 
a. Tilted back to protect the back of the head, with the chin strap loose. 

b. Level, covering the forehead, with the chin strap loose. 

c. Tilted back to protect the back of the head, with the chin strap tight. 

d. Level covering the forehead, with both the ear straps and the chin strap tight. 

 7.  Select from the list below a gear combination to ride a bicycle equipped with front and rear derailleurs up a steep hill: 
a. Small chainring and large cassette cog. 

b. Large chainring and large cassette cog. 

c. Small chainring and small cassette cog. 

d. Large chainring and small cassette cog. 

 8.  To make a safe stop, both front and rear brakes should be applied (the front brake up to three times harder than the 
rear), and if the rear wheel starts to skid, a cyclist should: 
a. Ease up on the front brake to move more weight over the rear wheel and help stop the skid. 

b. Apply the front brake harder, moving the riders’ weight toward the front wheel, and applying more pressure to the handlebar and 
stem. 

c. Apply the rear brake harder than the front brake and engage the anti-lock braking system. 

d. Ease up on the rear brake and turn into the direction of the skid. 

 9. The optimum cadence for long-distance cycling is from: 
a. 25 – 50 rpm 

b. 50 – 75 rpm 

c. 75 – 95 rpm 

d. 100 –125 rpm 

10.  Statistics show that riding on the wrong side of the road is a major factor contributing to car/bike crashes. Why? 
a. Riders on the incorrect side of the road usually cannot see traffic control devices (stop signs, traffic lights). 

b. Motorists entering the roadway from another street or driveway do not expect wrong-way traffic and may not look to their right. 

c. Motorists approaching wrong-way cyclists head-on often cannot react in time to avoid a collision. 

d. All of the above. 
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11.  Slow-moving traffic stays to the right while faster vehicles pass on the left. Cyclists must obey this principle because: 
a. Cyclists have the same responsibilities as other vehicle operators. 

b. Cyclists are safest when their behavior is predictable so that other drivers know what to expect from them. 

c. Disruption of traffic flow is minimized. 

d. All of the above. 

12.  You are riding a bicycle in a straight line, then you deliberately turn the handlebars slightly to the right. As a result, 
you and your bicycle: 
a. Cause a collision. 

b. Begin a right turn. 

c. Begin to lean to the left. 

d. Begin to lean to the right. 

13.  To make a safe lane change you should: 
a. Make a hand signal before scanning for traffic. 

b. Act carefully, smoothly and deliberately -- scanning, communicating and negotiating with other drivers as necessary. 

c. Not be moving more than 15 miles per hour slower than other traffic. 

d. Not expect anyone to yield to you. 

14.  The general principle for selecting a lane is: 
a. The lane which carries the least traffic. 

b. The right-hand lane. 

c. The lane which carries the slowest traffic. 

d. The rightmost lane that serves your destination. 

15.  You are approaching a multi-lane intersection with wide lanes and a right turn only lane. You are riding as far to the 
right as is practicable and you intend to go straight-through. How should you handle such an intersection? 
a. By dismounting the bicycle and walking the bike like a pedestrian in the crosswalk. 

b. By scanning, signaling, and moving into the right side of the rightmost straight-through lane. 

c. By staying as far to the right as possible. 

d. By staying as far to the left as possible. 

16.  Cyclists who ride too close to the right-hand side of the road: 
a. Are susceptible to a motorist turning right, cutting them off at an intersection. 

b. Are susceptible to car doors being opened into their path of travel. 

c. Are often not visible to cars pulling out of side streets or driveways. 

d. All of the above. 

17.  When making a left turn in a narrow left-turn-only lane you should ride: 
a. At the left edge of the lane 

b. In the center of the lane. 

c. In the right 1/3 of the lane. 

d. Outside the right edge of the lane. 
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18.  On a multi-lane urban road with very wide lanes, cyclists should ride: 
a. As close as possible to the right-hand edge of the roadway. 

b. Near the center of the right lane. 

c. 3 to 4 feet to the right of the motor vehicles in the right lane. 

d. As close as possible to the left-hand edge of the roadway. 

19.  To increase your visibility and encourage motorists to pass safely, you should: 
a. Ride very straight, staying as close as possible to the curb or pavement edge. 

b. Switch to the left side of the road and ride facing traffic until the overtaking motorist has passed. 

c. Weave back and forth across the right lane to catch the motorist’s attention. 

d. Ride without swerving, at least 2-3 feet from the curb or pavement edge. 

20.  The safest behavior for cyclists on a multi-use trail is: 
a. Ride at a speed that is appropriate to the conditions, showing courtesy to other users. 

b. Ride no more than 15 MPH. 

c. Ride on the left hand side of the trail. 

d. Ride with headlights and tail lights at all times. 

21.  You are approaching a double-parked car that is taking up most of the through lane on a two-lane urban road. You 
should: 
a. Squeeze past on the left, between the oncoming cars and the parked car 

b. Pass the parked car on the right, riding against the curb. 

c. Scan behind, yield to overtaking and oncoming traffic, and pass on the left of the double-parked car, avoiding the “door zone.” 

d. Ride on the sidewalk. 

22.  Which of the following is most likely to cause a fall when encountered unexpectedly by a cyclist on the road? 
a. A patch of wet pavement. 

b. A squirrel. 

c. A longitudinal crack in the pavement parallel to the path of the cyclist. 

d. A patch of grass. 

23.  After removing the bad tube, the next steps in changing a flat tire is: 
a. Inflate the problem tube, find the hole and make sure there is no foreign object in your tire. 

b. Put the new tube on the rim; then put the tire over it. 

c. Inflate the tube to the exact pressure printed on the tire. 

d. Check your quick release for the cause of the problem. 

24.  When riding in a group of cyclists, it is the responsibility of each rider to: 
a. Point out hazards on the road surface. 

b. Signal all turns well in advance. 

c. Increase or decrease speed gradually. 

d. All of the above. 
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25.  Which of the following poses the greatest danger for cyclists who are properly positioned and visible on a straight, 
flat, open roadway: 
a. Not being able to hear the sound of approaching traffic. 

b. Losing steering control when being passed by large trucks or buses. 

c. Being struck by loose objects blown by the wind. 

d. Having to lean into the wind. 

26.  Which of the following conditions requires a rider to take extra caution? 
a. Riding over wet metal and painted surfaces. 

b. Riding on a roadway with large vehicles that can deliver wind blasts. 

c. Riding over drain grates. 

d. All of the above. 

27.  Smooth shifting requires: 
a. At least 18 gears. 

b. A pedaling cadence of at least 75 rpm. 

c. Anticipating pronounced changes in terrain. 

d. Proper cable tension. 

28.  Which of the following is the most important safety precaution you can take to prevent a crash with a motor vehicle?
a. Never ride at night without a front white light and rear red reflector. 

b. Never ride two abreast. 

c. Never make a turn without giving a hand signal. 

d. Never try to use a “bike-on-bus” device to put your bike on a bus, unless you have experience using this equipment. 

29.  The use of a bicycle helmet, protective eyewear and gloves is advisable to: 
a. Increase your comfort. 

b. Serve as a good role model for children and others. 

c. Reduce the severity of some injuries sustained in a crash or fall. 

d. All of the above. 

30.  Group rides are fun, but each bicyclist is responsible for his or her own safety. If a group of 10 riders is passing 
through an intersection with a four-way stop, each individual cyclist should: 
a. Say “clear” if there is no cross traffic. 

b. Leave a gap for cars between every three or four bicycles. 

c. Stop and yield to other traffic at the intersection, then take their turn according to the “first-come, first-served” traffic principle. 

d. Hold up the palm of their hand to indicate to other road users that they must yield to the group. 


